Committee on Health and Welfare

Will meet at:  9:30 A.M.  Date:  April 8, 2004

Location:  Committee Room 5

Remarks:

**HB 498 TRICHE (TBA)**

**CHILDREN/SUPPORT:** Provides for the electronic transmission of notices for income assignment orders (Subject to rule suspension)

**HB 726 WALKER**

**HEALTH/DHH:** Provides relative to fees, licenses, and penalties assessed by DHH

**HB 742 CAZAYOUX (TBA)**

**FRAUD/WELFARE:** Provides relative to administrative subpoenas for records of providers of goods and services to DSS recipients (Subject to rule suspension)

**HB 1228 DURAND**

**HEALTH:** Provides relative to emergency medical personnel

**HB 1391 THOMPSON**

**HEALTH/DHH:** Increases the initial licensing fees for health care providers licensed by the Department of Health and Hospitals

**HB 1403 GRAY**

**SUBSTANCE ABUSE:** Eliminates the requirement that on-site surveys and complaint investigations be conducted annually for substance abuse/addiction treatment services

______________________________
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